The Core Perspective - A Still Point of View
Do we lose our ability to attract with age?
Do we lose our ability to attract things to us with age or does our inner core play a
vital role?

Age can reduce our ability to be "attractive", but it does not need to decrease
our ability to attract what we need to be happy. Keeping your inner core
flowing with ease and vibrancy is key. The following is a simple depiction of a
planet's core and creates a picture to consider in regards to one’s ability to
attract things to themselves: Once the core has solidified it can no longer
generate a magnetic field. There may be some frozen in field, but I would
guess that the strength of the magnetic field will decrease as more and more
of the core freezes, so any residual field is likely to be small. The core of Mars
is thought to be frozen and its magnetic field is negligible.
Wiki.answers.com

Never does nature say one thing and wisdom another.
-Juvenal (Roman poet late 1st and early 2nd century AD)

“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.”
-Albert Einstein (1879-1955) German theoretical physicist

It is also very interesting to note that there have been a number of “great”
societies that have disappeared along with what it appears to be, the
disappearance of their solid core values. The following comment sheds some
light on the importance of the core and core values: The Roman Empire was
very, very much like us. They lost their moral core, their sense of values in
terms of who they were. And after all of those things converged together,
they just went right down the tubes very quickly.
Benjamin Carson (1951-) American pediatric neurosurgeon
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